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Insights

1. Connected & on-the-
move lifestyle

2. Dynamic visual 
behaviour

3. Age related vision 
needs

A NEW & COMPLETE PORTFOLIO which addresses the lifestyle and vision 
needs for all ages from 20+. 

Consumer Storyline FOCUS Insights

ZEISS SmartLife Lenses 

The Communication to your customers 
is targeted on each age group



B2C online funnel

01

02

Facebook Ads
Instagram Ads
Linkedin Ads
Native Ads

Better Vision articles
Revised My Vision Profile
Youtube Ads
Youtube Animation
Search Engine Advertising 

5 campaign landing pages
Display ads
SEA list

Optimised store locator inc. Google 
My Business

ECP Store

03

04

Consumers not searching, yet.
ZEISS social media and native ads

Consumers searching for a solution to their problem.
ZEISS Better Vision website, SEA, Youtube, MVP

Consumers searching for a specific product a ZEISS ECP.
ZEISS product pages & Store Locator

Consumers searching for an optician.
Google My Business, Local SEA

B2C Toolbox 
Online Package



Facebook



Format Video Link Post for Feeds/ Stories

Copy  B2C Zoom, scroll, snapchat. Lenses designed to 
take on everything your eyes face today.

Link Text B2C & B2B ZEISS.COM
Introducing ZEISS SmartLife Lenses

Link B2C Your selected landing page 

Instagram Hashtags #ZEISS #SmartLife

Ad Target Video Views/Traffic

Wave

1

Wave

1

THUMBNAIL

Marketing Toolbox
Top of Funnel

20+ Video Top of Funnel



30+ Video Top of Funnel

Wave

1

Wave

1

THUMBNAIL

Format Video Link Post for Feeds/ Stories

Copy  B2C Double-tap, ride, play. Lenses designed to 
take on everything your eyes face today.

Link Text B2C & B2B ZEISS.COM
Introducing ZEISS SmartLife Lenses

Link B2C Your selected landing page 

Instagram Hashtags #ZEISS #SmartLife

Ad Target Video Views/Traffic

Marketing Toolbox
Top of Funnel



40+ Video Top of Funnel

Wave

1

Wave

1

THUMBNAIL

Format Video Link Post for Feeds/ Stories

Copy  B2C Scroll, spin, read. Lenses designed to take on 
everything your eyes face today. 

Link Text B2C & B2B ZEISS.COM
Introducing ZEISS SmartLife Lenses

Link B2B Your selected landing page 

Instagram Hashtags #ZEISS #SmartLife

Ad Target Video Views/Traffic

Marketing Toolbox
Top of Funnel



20+ Video Mid of Funnel

Wave

2

THUMBNAIL

Format Video Link Post for Feeds/ Stories

Copy  B2C Designed for sharp, clear, comfortable 
vision. Take on today with ZEISS SmartLife
Lenses.

Link Text B2C & B2B ZEISS.COM
Discover more with ZEISS SmartLife Lenses

Link B2C Your selected landing page (with UTM code 
if tracking visits)

Instagram Hashtags #ZEISS #SmartLife

Ad Target Traffic

Marketing Toolbox
Mid of Funnel



30+ Video Top of Funnel

Wave

2

THUMBNAIL

Format Video Link Post for Feeds/ Stories

Copy  B2C Designed for sharp, clear, comfortable 
vision with less eye strain. Take on today 
with ZEISS SmartLife Lenses.

Link Text B2C & B2B ZEISS.COM
Discover ZEISS SmartLife Lenses

Link B2C Your selected landing page (with UTM 
code if tracking visits)

Instagram Hashtags #ZEISS #SmartLife

Ad Target Traffic

Marketing Toolbox
Mid of Funnel



40+ Video Mid of Funnel

Wave

2

THUMBNAIL

Format Video Link Post for Feeds/ Stories

Copy  B2C Designed for all day clear, comfortable 
vision, whether near or far. Take on today 
with ZEISS SmartLife Lenses.

Link Text B2C & B2B ZEISS.COM
Discover ZEISS SmartLife Lenses

Link B2C Your selected landing page (with UTM code 
if tracking visits)

Instagram Hashtags #ZEISS #SmartLife

Ad Target Traffic

Marketing Toolbox
Mid of Funnel



20+ Cinemograph Carousel

Format Carousel

Copy B2C Snap, swipe, zoom. Discover ZEISS SmartLife 
Lenses, designed for all day sharp, 
comfortable vision.

Link Text B2C ZEISS.COM
Ask your optician…….for ZEISS SmartLife 
Lenses
Learn more.

Link Your selected landing page

Instagram Hashtags #ZEISS #SmartLife

Ad Target Traffic or Conversion

Wave

3

Marketing Toolbox
Bottom of Funnel



20+ Cinemograph

Format Single Video

Copy B2C Snap, swipe, zoom. Discover ZEISS SmartLife 
Lenses, designed for all day sharp, 
comfortable vision.

Link Text B2C ZEISS.COM
Ask your optician. 

Link Your selected landing page

Instagram Hashtags #ZEISS #SmartLife

Ad Target Conversion

Wave

3

Marketing Toolbox
Bottom of Funnel



30+ Cinemagraph Carousel

THUMBNAIL

Format Carousel

Copy B2C Play, connect, ride. Discover ZEISS SmartLife 
Lenses. Designed for all day comfortable 
vision with no eye strain

Link Text B2C ZEISS.COM
Ask your optician…
…for ZEISS SmartLife Lenses
Learn More.

Link Your selected landing page

Instagram Hashtags #ZEISS #SmartLife

Visual Source MAM/SmartLife/Online/SocialMedia

Ad Target Traffic or Conversion

Wave

3

Marketing Toolbox
Bottom of Funnel



30+ Cinemagraph

THUMBNAIL

Format Single Video

Copy B2C Play, connect, ride. Discover ZEISS SmartLife 
Lenses. Designed for all day comfortable 
vision with no eye strain

Link Text B2C ZEISS.COM
Ask your optician.

Link Your selected landing page

Instagram Hashtags #ZEISS #SmartLife

Ad Target Conversion

Wave

3

Marketing Toolbox
Bottom of Funnel



40+ Cinemagraph Carousel

Format Carousel

Copy B2C Catch, zoom, scroll. Discover ZEISS 
SmartLife Lenses. Designed for all day 
comfortable vision whether near or far

Link Text B2C ZEISS.COM
Ask your optician for ZEISS SmartLife Lenses

Link Your selected landing page

Instagram Hashtags #ZEISS #SmartLife

Ad Target Conversion

Wave

3

Marketing Toolbox
Bottom of Funnel



40+ Cinemagraph

THUMBNAIL

Format Single Video

Copy B2C Catch, zoom, scroll. Discover ZEISS SmartLife 
Lenses. Designed for all day comfortable 
vision whether near or far

Link Text B2C ZEISS.COM
Ask your optician.

Link Your selected landing page

Instagram Hashtags #ZEISS #SmartLife

Ad Target Conversion

Wave

3

Marketing Toolbox
Bottom of Funnel



Marketing Toolbox
Facebook Cover video

https://sde.zeiss.com/web/share/diid:9eeb3555-0fa8-4c59-85f7-68665d58962b/48feb235ad57458806ac7031f50587a92b5ca56641e2888fea09b99ffc2a0309/shareid:243da453-fa6b-45a7-84e0-332337f15f2d/0/0


Top of Funnel 16:9
4 True Vie
Companion Banner

Bottom of Funnel 16:9
4 Bumper Ads

B2C Toolbox 
Youtube



ALL Personas- 30 s 
Animation

Format Sponsored Content Video Link Post

Copy Online or on the move  – take on everything 
your eyes face today with ZEISS SmartLife 
Lenses.

Link Text Introducing ZEISS SmartLife Lenses.

Link Your selected landing page

Linkedin Hashtags #ZEISS #SmartLife

Wave

1

Marketing Toolbox
Top of Funnel



ALL Personas- KEY 
MOVIE1

Format Sponsored Content Video Link Post

Copy Discover our new ZEISS SmartLife Lenses, 
designed especially for your modern, 
connected and always on-the-move lifestyle.

Link Text Introducing ZEISS SmartLife Lenses

Link Your selected landing page

Linkedin Hashtags #ZEISS #SmartLife

Wave

1

Marketing Toolbox
Top of Funnel



ALL Personas- KEY 
MOVIE2

Format Sponsored Content Video Link Post

Copy Discover our new ZEISS SmartLife Lenses, 
designed especially for your modern, 
connected and always on-the-move lifestyle

Link Text Introducing ZEISS SmartLife Lenses

Link B2C Campaign landing Overview

Linkedin Hashtags #ZEISS #SmartLife

Visual Source MAM/SmartLife/Online/SocialMedia

THUMBNAIL

Wave

1

Marketing Toolbox
Top of Funnel



How-To-
Publish



Funnel P rinciple &
Target Groups1



Top of Funnel
How to target for Reach and Awareness

First, our goal is to address as many relevant users as possible. 

Their actions (e.g. video views) provide the data for more finely tuned target 
groups, for which we formulate more specific (and harder to achieve) goals –
namely traffic to the website and eventually appointment bookings.

In this phase we rely on our personas: They define group templates according to 
age, gender, income and – above all – interests that match our products and 
posts. Thus, we look at audiences for whom our awareness posts will most likely 
be relevant.

On the next slides we define our personas in more detail. You may add further 
interests fitting each respective post (e.g. for a post about ZEISS DriveSafe, 
adding interests like "car, driving, car services" etc. might be useful).



Targeting optimization with Facebook Audience Insights 
Using an example of ZEISS personas (here: potential patients) for US market 

Audience Insights
(Page Likes & Job Title)

Use only page likes and job titles 
that let assume a certain income 

of the target group.

Basic Targeting
Specify the location, the age 
and the gender within the 

Facebook Audience Insights.

20-29 yrs

Location: Catchment 
area of the optician shop*

Age: 20-29
Gender: Female + Male

Administrative Services, 
Management, Sales, 

Healthcare and Medical 
Services, Education and 

Libraries, Sephora, 
cosmetics, beauty, 

shopping and fashion

30-39 yrs 40+ yrs

Location: Catchment 
area of the optician shop*

Age: 30-39 
Gender: Female + Male

Administrative Services, 
Management, Sales, 
Production, sports, 

football, tough mudder, 
Spartan

Location: Catchment area of the 
optician shop*
Age: 40-49 

Gender: Female + Male

Administrative Services, Management, 
Sales, Healthcare and Medical Services, 

Education and Libraries, women’s 
health, Health & wellness, wellness, 

jewelry, shopping and fashion

*Catchment area of the optician shop: You know best where your customers come from: In rural areas the circumference may be 40 km around 
your specific location; in major cities the circumferences may vary between 2.5 km and 20 km around your specific location



Middle of Funnel
How to target for traffic to your website

In this phase, we want to lead users to our website in order to provide them 
with comprehensive information about our products and services. 

Now it is no longer sufficient to define age and some interests (e.g. yoga, outdoor 
sports etc.). So in order to maximize efficiency, we recommend targeting our posts to 
people who have already had contact with ZEISS. Additionally, in order to further 
increase reach, in this phase we also use lookalikes of these custom audiences.

Since these user groups strongly match with our content, the money we spend here 
has a high likelihood to net returns by way of link clicks. For Middle of Funnel use 
Engagement Custom Audiences like Video Views and Page Interactions as described on 
the following slide. If you use a website pixel, you can also employ “Website Custom 
Audiences” – i.e. those who visited your website within the last 60 days.



Relevant Users for your Middle of Funnel (Traffic) Campaigns
Custom Audiences & Lookalike Audiences explained

Within the ad set (Audience, Custom 
Audiences) click on Create New and 
then Custom Audience and then 
Video.

Published
video

Video Custom Audience

W
H

A
T

H
O

W

1
Choose a content type e.g. 
People who have watched 
50% of your video.

2 3
Click on Choose 
videos and select the 
videos you’d like use 
for the custom 
audience. 

4
Click on Create a Lookalike 
Audience, specify your 
country or city and choose 
3% Lookalike Audience.

With a Video Custom Audience you can save all the users that have watched a specific amount 
of your published video. In Facebook you can then simply choose this audience and show 
further ads to them. For the Middle of Funnel, we recommend using Video Custom Audiences 
that have watched 50% of certain videos in the past 30 days. With the Lookalike Audience 
you can find “digital twins” to this custom audience. With 3% Lookalike Audience you can 
make sure that they are very close to your custom audience. 

50%

Users that have viewed 
50% of the video

ThruPlay

Users that have viewed 
100% or at least 15 
seconds of the video

Setup of your audiences in the Facebook Business Manager → Audience



Bottom of Funnel
How to target for conversion to your appointment service

This phase should have a direct impact on the visits to your 
shop. Here, we want to encourage people to make an 
appointment in your store, call you on the phone, etc. In 
short, we want people to make direct contact. 

You are most likely to achieve this if you address people who you 
can be sure are already interested in your services and products. 

We therefore recommend working with Website Custom 
Audiences (WCA) in the Bottom of Funnel. This allows you to 
target people who have visited specific URLs on your website in a 
certain period of time. 



Relevant Users for your Middle of Funnel (Traffic) Campaigns
Website Custom Audiences & Lookalike Audiences explained

Within the ad set (Audience, Custom 
Audiences) click on Create New, then 
Custom Audience, then Website.

Landinpage / 
Webpage

Pixel tracks users that have visited 
a specific landingpage / webpage

Website Custom Audience

W
H

A
T

H
O

W

1
Select People who visited 
specific web pages and enter 
the URL of the website.

2 3
Exclude the Find 
Location Event in the 
past 30 days.

4
Click on Create a Lookalike 
Audience, specify your 
country or city and choose 
1% Lookalike audience.

With a Website Custom Audience you can target all users that have visited specific pages 
of, or scheduled a meeting on your website. In Facebook you can then simply choose the 
audience and show further ads to them. 
With the Lookalike Audience you can find “digital twins” to this custom audience. With 1% 
Lookalike Audience you can make sure that they are very close to your custom audience. 

Setup of your audiences in the Facebook Business Manager → Audience



Summary
Relevant posts drive relevant actions by targeting relevant audiences

Interest based Audiences / 
Saved Audiences on Facebook

Target Audiences based on our 
Personas. You can narrow these 
audiences by adding special 
interests reflective of your 
specific post.

Create Awareness
Top of Funnel

Engagement Custom Audiences 
& their Lookalikes on Facebook

Target Audiences based on actions 
towards your FB-Page, Instagram 
or Videos. You can narrow these 
audiences by adding special 
interests reflective of your specific 
post.

Drive Traffic to your Website
Middle of Funnel

Website Custom Audiences 
on Facebook

Target Audiences based on visits 
to your Website. You can narrow 
these audiences by adding 
special interests reflective of your 
specific post.

Conversion to Booking
Bottom of Funnel

TOFU MIFU BOFU



Tips & Tricks
Test different audiences 

Top of Funnel
In addition to the Saved Audiences based on our Personas, we also achieved good results with: 
• 3-5% Lookalikes based on Engagement Custom Audiences from FB-Page and Instagram past 90 days

Middle of Funnel
In addition to the Engagement Custom Audiences & their Lookalikes based on Video Views, we also 
achieved good results with: 
• Website Custom Audiences of 60 days ago
• 1-3% Lookalikes based on Website Custom Audiences of 60 days ago
• Saved Audiences based on our personas

Bottom of Funnel
In addition to the Website Custom Audiences we also achieved good results with: 
• 1% Lookalikes based on Website Custom Audiences of the past 60 days 

In order to save money for targeting more relevant users, always exclude a Website Custom Audience 
of your current conversion goal (e.g. people who already booked an appointment in the past 180 days)

TOFU

MIFU

BOFU



Setup 
campaigns 2



Two ways to advertise on Facebook

BEGINNER

There are two ways to advertise on Facebook, 

each one of them with pros and cons.

ORGANIC POST

Via your Facebook page / timeline

PRO! They are for free 

Con… They do not reach as many people

You are limited in your post creation

AD POST

Via your Facebook business manager

PRO! It is more efficient and provides 

insights and reporting of your posts

Con… Ad spendings are required in order to 

reach the desired audience

Within this guide we focus on the Ad Posts, as it is more efficient 

than posting only organically on the timeline.



Start posting via your Business Manager
Four types of Facebook posts

BEGINNER

You should know that there are different formats 

for different types of posts. 

There are also different ways to publish posts via 

the Business Manager. 

On the next slides we’ll describe how to best 

publish the posts you have seen earlier in this 

presentation. 



Campaign Budget Optimization (CBO)
How Facebook spends your ad budget

We recommend using CBO OFF for Top of Funnel/Awareness Campaigns, since this will form the base data for your traffic and conversion campaigns. 
If you let Facebook shift your budget, your video views will probably be generated by an audience based on persona “Male 30-39”.
This way your traffic and conversion campaigns will most likely target men between 30-39 of age. To get the best results from Middle & 
Bottom of Funnel Campaigns (Traffic/Conversion) choose CBO ON.

When creating a campaign, Facebook lets you choose how to allocate your 

ad budget between your ad sets (Audience, P lacement, etc.) – either let 

Facebook handle it or decide yourself. 

a.) CBO on → The Facebook algorithm determines which ad set performs best – and shifts 

the larger part of your budget to it. That way, you’ll probably get the most results (views, 

link clicks etc.) for the lowest overall cost. 

b.) CBO off → You determine the ad spendings per ad set. For example, if your ad sets are 

based on a target audience, you can decide that ad set 1 "Men" and ad set 2 "Women" 

should each receive $100 in Ad Budget. If you instead want to focus on women, you can 

also set an ad budget of 50$ for ad set 1 "Men" and 150 $ for ad set 2 "Women" 



Start posting via your Business Manager
Create an Awareness Campaign

ADVANCED

2

3

1. Click on the button create in the Ads Manager

2. Choose the campaign objective “Video Views”

3. Name your campaign 

4. Turn off the Campaign Budget Optimization

5. Click Continue

TIP On the left side you can navigate between 

the campaign, ad set and ad layer.

4

TOFU



Start posting via your Business Manager
Create an Awareness Campaign

ADVANCED

2

3

Create ad sets according to your target groups. 

At the example of ophthalmologist targeting:

1. Name your ad set e.g. SmartLife Munich 25-65+

2. Specify the location of your targeting

3. Enter the age bracket of your target group

4. Enter the target group’s specific interests

TIP
Choose “People living in this location” 

to make sure you’re not targeting 

tourists from other countries.

4

TIP
If you want to target a specific group only, 

you can do that by narrowing your audience 

with “must also match: …”

TOFU



Start posting via your Business Manager
Create an Awareness Campaign

ADVANCED

Select the placements for your advertisement:

1. If your target group is mainly using social media via 

their smartphone, we recommend optimize the ad 

placement on mobile only placements.

2. We recommend ad placements for Facebook and 

Instagram Feed as well as Facebook Stories and 

Instagram Stories.

1

TOFU



Start posting via your Business Manager
Create an Awareness Campaign

ADVANCED

Specify duration and budget for your advertisement

1. Optimize on “Thruplays”

2. Set a lifetime budget and allocate it according to 

your business goals.

3. Schedule the ad. We recommend to give the ad at 

least 5 days.2

3

1

TIP
Make sure you do not target the same 

audience at the same time more than once.

TOFU



Start posting via your Business Manager
Create an Awareness Campaign

ADVANCED

Create the ad

1. You can either click on an existing post and enter 

the post ID of your previously scheduled post or... 

2. ...you can create a new ad by simply specifying the 

copy text, uploading the video or image and 

entering the website link.

TIP
By using an existing post that was already 

published organically, all interactions (likes and 

comments) will be included as well.

1

TIP
Use UTM parameters in addition to your 

website link. This allows us to track the 

success of those posts via Google Analytics.

TOFU



Use UTM Codes to monitor success
With UTM Codes we can measure the success of your posts and help you improve them

EXPERT

A simple regular URL looks like this: 

A tracking URL for the Social Media Editorial Calendar looks like this, it contains UTM Codes as parameters:

https://www.zeissvisioncenter.com/de/hannover.html

https://www.zeissvisioncenter.com/de/hannover.html?utm_campaign=gb_editorialcalendar_zeissvisioncenter_2020&utm_medium=soci
al&utm_source=facebook&utm_content=frames

Campaign: helps to identify the content package from which the post originally came. Please only adapt the country ID 
(highlighted in blue) to your country’s ID.
Medium: indicates that the post came from a “social” platform.
Source: indicates the specific platform from which traffic originates. When you publish an ad on Instagram, please change this 
value from “facebook” to “instagram”.
Content: with this parameter it is possible to monitor the success of a single post.

Please note: The UTM Codes for each and every post are already specified on each slide. Therefore you only need to 
enter the website link before the “?” and change your country id as well as the source depending on the platform.



Start posting via your Business Manager
Create an Awareness Campaign

ADVANCED

Create the ad

1. The asset customization allows you to upload the 

correct formats for each of the placements.

TIP
The correct format for Stories is 9:16, the 

format for Feed placements is 4:5 or 1:1.

TOFU



TRAFFIC & CONVERSION 
Middle of Funnel (Consideration) and Bottom of Funnel (Conversion)

Building of
Custom Audiences
Video Custom Audiences (VCA), 
VCA Lookalikes, Website Custom 
Audiences (WCA), WCA Lookalikes

Traffic to your 
Webpage/appointment 
booking via Link Post

1 2

Top of Funnel: CATCH 
Inspire and inform

Middle of Funnel: 
CONSIDERATION 

Explain

Bottom of 
Funnel: 

CONVERT
Convince



Setup of Campaigns in the Facebook Business Manager
Creating a Traffic Campaign 

1

Adaptions for Traffic Campaigns:

1. Choose marketing objective “Traffic” instead of 

Video Views.

2. Activate Campaign Budget Optimization (CBO on) 

to let the Facebook algorithm allocate the budget 

to the ad sets.

3. Within the ad set, use Website Custom Audiences 

and their 1% Lookalikes as well as Video Custom 

Audiences and their 1% Lookalikes (see slide 46,48).

4. On the ad set level, optimize on Landing page 

Views.

ADVANCED MIFU



Setup of Campaigns in the Facebook Business Manager
Creating a Conversion Campaign 

1

Adaptations for Conversion Campaigns:

1. Choose the marketing objective “Conversion” 

instead of Video Views.

2. Activate Campaign Budget Optimization (CBO on) 

to let the Facebook algorithm allocate the budget 

to the ad sets.

3. Within the ad set, focus on Custom Audiences 

from your website.

4. On the Ad Set level, optimize on Conversion.

5. Regularly check the performance. 

Deactivate, if performance is declining.

ADVANCED BOFU



Publishing on the 
Facebook timeline3



How to create organic timeline posts out of your ads

Facebook will only show the ad you have created within 

the Ads Manager to users that meet your targeting 

options. If you would like to share an ad as an organic 

post on your Facebook timeline, here’s how that works:

1. First, make sure that you have finished and published 

the ad in the Facebook Ads Manager.

2. Expand the navigation by clicking on the three lines on 

the top left.

3. Click on Page Post 

4. On the left side, choose Ads

5. Select the ad you would like to publish on your timeline

6. Click on Actions and then either click on Publish (the 

post will be published immediately) or click on Schedule

(you’ll be able to select a specific day and time).

ADVANCED

2

3

4
6



Measurement
It’s good to know



Measure
What matters to you – e.g. 
Views, Visits, Likes

Test
Campaign and 
content set ups

Learn
From your tests and continuously 
evolve your marketing strategy.
Reach out to us, we are here to support you.




